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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello! Thank you for coming to our presentation, You Can’t just take a vote!



Background
How did we get our subject librarian teams?
What was the collections budget like before the pandemic?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: I’m starting with a little background about how 



Pre-
2018 

Serials

No, they can’t drop 
that one, it’s part of 
the Wiley package.

How many funds 
are paying for 

Wiley? 44 or 45? 

Who’s paying for 
the New England 

Journal of Medicine 
this year? Econ’s allocation 

dropped, so they 
can’t afford all their 
journals. What can 

we move?

That wasn’t on our 
department list last 

year. Why are we 
paying for it now? 
We don’t want it.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: Until 2018, Texas State used a complex formula to allocate most of the collections budget to departments. Paying for subscriptions from 45 funds was painful, especially for journal packages and databases. The university was also shifting from over a decade of annual enrollment growth to flat enrollment but increased emphasis on graduate programs, technology, and engineering. As we discussed in a presentation at Charleston in 2018, we shifted to a collaborative model with a central serials allocation. 



Arts & 
Humanities

Social & 
Behavioral 

Science

Multi-Year

STEM+Health

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: In 2018, subscriptions were taken out of the department allocations and moved to a central serials fund. We divided the subscriptions into four groups, noting the group in the order record. Three groups represented the needs of specific departments. The Multi group was assigned all the multi-year contracts and hosting fees. During the spring semester of 2019, each of these 3 subject librarian teams reviewed our subscriptions and made decisions about how to meet the needs of its group of departments. Teams could consult with faculty, but decisions were more data driven. We gave each team a budget target and data, then let them decide what to add and what to drop to meet needs. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: We had several goals for our 3 serials review teams of subject librarians. We wanted them to make collaborative decisions, instead of looking at just one department. We also wanted them to use data more. So we started an Office365 group, where Acquisitions could share usage data, as well as information about costs, ILL statistics, and turnaways. And they could put their decisions in this Office 365 group so that we have visibility and a long-term record.The 3 teams worked well: they stayed within their budgets, dropping stuff whenever they wanted to add stuff.



Before the pandemic …
Flat collections budget, no serials inflation funding

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: Fast forward to the next year, the Spring of 2020. Here we are before the pandemic with our expected new budget to have no serials inflation due to flat enrollment for multiple years.



January 2020
• Prep data for teams
• Flat budget expected
• Let serials go from 74% to 78% of budget

February 2020
• Teams start review. Decisions due April.
• Modest reductions needed

May 2020
• Ebsco All Access Review
• 1 of 4 multi-year deals renewing in two years

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: So we started the serials review again with our 3 groups of subject librarians with this expected timeline.We again gave each team their subscription lists, with usage data, prices, CPU, etc., in their Office 365 group. Included were subscription requests we’d received from faculty and a list of journals with frequent ILL requests. Again, we gave teams a dollar amount to spend. We were spending just under 74% of the budget on serials, so we planned to cover inflation by going to 78% spent on serials and having each team drop a small amount. We had four multi-year deals coming up for renewal in the next two years and expected to save by reducing packages. We had a plan for gradual reductions to manage flat budgets. We started to regular serials review process in January, with decisions due in April and a review of the multi-year Ebsco package in May.



Pandemic! 

Hiring Freeze
Fund Freezes 

8% Cuts for 
FY21

Protect jobs, cut 
elsewhere

FY21 Collection Budget ????

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: We had a plan, then we had a pandemic. When the university went to remote learning and remote work at Spring Break, I started wondering about FY21 collections budget. It wasn’t going to be flat. Was it going to drop 5% ?  Or 15% ? Or 25% ? I had no idea. I might not know until the new fiscal year started in September. I might not know then. But renewals started coming due in June. We needed a contingency plan.



Changes in a crisis
How did we change our collaborative process in response to pandemic related 
budget challenges?



April: Team decisions due

No change in 
process
Contingency 
budget plan
Prep for Big Ticket

Early May

Ebsco All-Access
All subject 
librarians
Must drop $X

Late May: Big Ticket Review

All subscriptions 
over $10k
All subject 
librarians
Create tiered lists 
for contingency 
drops

July onwards

As budget 
becomes clearer, 
Acquisitions uses 
contingency lists 
to drop. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: We decided to let the subject librarian teams finish the serials review work they had started. I worked on contingency budget plans, thinking about how I’d re-structure collections budget to cope with a 15 to 25% budget cut. We also decided to do a Big Ticket serials review as well as reviewing the Ebsco All Access package review. Every subscription that cost $10,000 would be reviewed in May and June, unless it was part of a multi-year contract. Our goal was to create tiered contingency  lists, so Acquisitions could decide what to renew and what to drop as we learned more about the FY21 budget.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: We scheduled a series of meetings for the Summer Serials Review. Don’t try to read everything on the slides, these are examples of information I shared in our first meeting. Before our meetings, I start a notes document in our Office365 Group for Acquisitions & Subject Librarians. That  …. When we have a meeting, I usually start a notes document in our group folder with the information I’m planning to discuss, refer to it during the meeting, and update during or after the meeting. The first meeting started with discussion of the budget situation and the plan for a summer serials review.  By this meeting, I knew we were going to lose almost a million dollars in temporary funding, so that was our best case scenario. I’d also discussed the impact of an additional 20% reduction with our University Librarian, so that was our worst case scenario. Looking at the graph, many of the subject librarians were worried about how much the budget for books and media could shrink even if we dropped $800,000 of serials. It was a long meeting, but our later meetings were even longer.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: So, as planned, all the subject librarians together, instead of in teams, were going to review all the databases in our Ebsco All-Access package.But it was more critical to drop or reduce the databases than we expected before the pandemic.We divided the databases into full-text and index-only and did separate analyses.We used PowerBI to show things like full-text downloads and price-per-download—and recommended some databases they should strongly consider dropping or reducing.Some of the costs were actually what we were paying for the database—and some of them were ”made-up” prices because we just payed a flat amount for the extra databases and upgrades we got for the Ebsco-All-Access. I did get some ”what-if” prices from Ebsco, but all of it was subject to negotiation so I made some realistic prices if we had to break up the entire deal.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: But EBSCO databases aren’t so simple because we have a state-wide TexShare contract for some of the databases, some of which had been upgraded, and other databases that aren’t part of TexShare had been upgraded such as Art & Architecutre Source versus Art & Architecture Complete. A full overlap and usage analysis was done.Our E-Resource Librarian, Stephanie Larrison did most of the analyses, but we needed help from all the acquisitions librarians.This slide shows Stephanie’s analysis for three of Ebsco databases telling us what high-use titles we would lose by downgrading some of the databases. She also looked  how much overlap was there among databases, and what were we using the unique titles in each database? 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott:  Once all the subject librarians had agreed which Ebsco databases they recommended we drop or downgrade, we had an approximate savings amount.So, we were ready for, again, all the subject librarians, not just the groups, to look at all the subscriptions that were $10,000 or more a year that weren’t in a multi-year contract.We made a big-ticket spreadsheet and, again in our Office 365 group, put data that would help all the subject librarians evaluate each line item.In this overall spreadsheet, the highlighted column lists the Serials Group, so everyone could see that we included things from all groups. Look at the second line for University of Chicago Journals. This one is a for a multi-year subscription package that’ was up for renewal. We could cancel part of the package, saving $5000, so we suggested everyone look at the file “Chicago title list” and consider dropping from Full Run to current year only. We went through a few titles at the first meeting, mainly to be sure everyone understood how the information was presented and realize that there was more information in the folder for many subscriptions. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: The spreadsheet included a column for librarian notes. Between meetings, subject librarians worked through the list, adding their initials & notes. They also sent Scott lots of questions. Most of the Acquisitions staff was working remotely and using Microsoft Teams chat to coordinate, so our chat from May 2020 was filled with questions like, “Can anyone do a comparison of this?” and updates on “I finished this one and here’s how I did it.” Our E-Resource Librarian, Stephanie Larrison, did dozens of comparisons and analyses to answer subject librarian questions.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: In our second meeting with all the subject librarians, we worked through the list and comments title by title, explaining the notes that were there and what other files were available for each line.We asked subject librarians to rank each of the Big Ticket titles before the third meeting. We went over the instructions, the first tab in the spreadsheet which is shown here.Each librarian was to use a ranking of 0, 1, 2, or 3, and the spreadsheet would auto-add how much money they had for assigned for each ranking. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: Our third meeting was still long, but the major concern notes and individual rankings helped. As we went through the list, we could see where we had consensus and quickly put a ranking in the final column. Where we didn’t have consensus, we could see who had expressed concerns and discuss those concerns. We had $363k definite drops identified, plus a first and second level contingency list for our worst case budget scenario. 



Mid-June Progress Report

• $55k of Serials Team drops
• $363k of Big Ticket drops
• $221k of Ebsco drops
• $281k on contingency lists

Goal Met!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: We planned for three rounds of review during the summer, the Big Ticket Serials, the Ebsco databases, and contingency ranking of the individual group lists. By the time we finished the Big Ticket and Ebsco rounds, we had met our goal of identifying 865 thousand dollars of definite and contingent drops. We didn’t need to have the serials teams develop more contingency lists. The University Librarian had asked me for an updated plan for a 12% collections budget cut, with wording for a presentation to University President on how a 12% cut would impact faculty and students. I was relieved!



Strategies for implementing 
changes to subscriptions
Constant Communication and negotiation with vendor partners
Implement decisions / Internal communication
Communicate with faculty & campus

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: Ginger was relieved, but acquisitions was still very busy.



Constant Dialogue with Vendors
• From the moment we “suspected” we’d have to 

make changes and/or cuts, we had back-and-forth 
discussions.

• Explained what we knew at a particular point in 
time and the dates that firm decisions would be 
made, but emphasized that we needed a “reset” 
instead of starting from our existing prices and/or a 
1-year agreement.

• Prices we gave the subject librarians don’t exist.
• Flat renewal offers often saved vendors and us

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: While the new timeline worked, we couldn’t wait until a certain date to communicate with our vendors. We set up Zoom meetings with each of the vendors of big packages up for renewal as early as possible with formal presentations about our situation and what were having the subject librarians consider.Things we thought we’d recommend the subject librarians cut weren’t cuts because the vendors came back with both parties agreeing on a reasonable proposal.Our goal for each subscription was to save as much as we could to give a reasonable offer to the subject librarians when they were looking at what to drop or downgrade.



Implement Decisions

• Frequent revision of serials estimate spreadsheet as
• Once drop and package change decisions are 

finalized, we use a “task list” based on a Sharepoint
form system that shows each staff member only the 
information relevant to them

• Then, each subscription agent renewal is worked on
• Vendors are given written notification of changes 

months in advance to have backup documentation
• Timetable for removing databases each month

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Scott: Even when the subject librarians finished all their decisions, we still had to work with vendors to agree to offers,Vendors continue to make flat announcements so we had to constantly revise our serials estimate. The University finally began to get more firm enrollment and budget numbers.Our task list, a Sharepoint forms feature that we talked about in a past ER&L presentation allows us to route print to only print staff and Print+online to both print and electronic staff, etc.Our library assistants update our ILS each order record about drops and changesThe task list for electronic items gets routed to our Electronic Resources unit where packages have to be de-selected and other packages selected in EBSCOadmin, MARC records have to be removed from our catalog (we have a record service for every ejournal that puts all the links in the catalog that mirrors our periodical list). Timing and communication very important about removing all the different databases.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: Just before the academic year started, the University Librarian emailed all faculty a library update. She discussed several changes due to the pandemic, including budget changes. The email linked to a webpage listing subscription changes. The page was crowded with three columns of text, but we wanted faculty see that we were considering some new subscriptions to fill in for full-text titles being lost in database drops. The webpage also served as an update for subject librarians, who needed a list of what we were dropping from contingency lists. They used this page to update LibGuides before the planned drops were noted on database pages.



What worked? What’s next?

• Some questions, few concerns
• Adding some heavily used journals from aggregators was positive
• Spring 2021: Annual serials review

• Cancellations to handle serials inflation
• Few big ticket items available to cancel
• Subject teams using ranking system
• Contingency lists

• Using some of same communication strategies with Texas Coalition
• Expect website updates annually 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Ginger: Overall, our summer serials review and contingency lists were successful. Subject librarians and faculty seemed to feel we had been fair and transparent. Using a ranking system to develop contingency drop lists was especially helpful, so the serials teams decided to use the same system this year to identify drops to cover serials inflation. We’ve used a mixture of email and webpages to communicate about the Texas Coalition negotiation with Elsevier and expect to continue using the website for updates, because subject librarians refer to it when talking with faculty.



Thank you! Questions?
When you don’t know how big cuts will be, how do you plan quickly?
1. Develop several budget plans (flat, 10% decrease, 25% decrease)
2. Involve librarians in ranking subscriptions into tiers
3. Draft emails w/webpage links. Draft webpages that you can fill in with lists. 
4. Implement decisions & communicate with campus.
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